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A b s t r a c t
The paper identifies several policies introduced under the Fidesz government in the years 2010-
2019, which were supposed to advance wealth redistribution and assist the poorest strata of
society. This narrative however, as the argument is put forward, has little applicability in the
actual policy implementation. The paper is structured as follows; firstly it takes a close look at
the political promises of the Fidesz government in their run-up to power. Secondly, it provides
an analysis of the two major industries in order to illustrate how these political promises
transformed into a form of soft-nationalisation. Lastly, it discusses the potential consequences of
such a state of affairs. The main focus is rather on what these policies entail for the end-users’
interests, which, despite the political ferocity of Fidesz, seem to be de facto undermined.
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Campaigner’s bait
Fidesz’s victory back in 2010 did not come as a surprise. The previous government’s
mismanaged policymaking (Martin 2017) — further deteriorated by the 2008 crisis
— had left a social stigma among the electorate that sought out political alterna-
tives. Fidesz fiercely opposed the deal with the IMF, capitalising its popularity on
the extremely disenchanted electorate in the midst of imposed austerity measures.
Moreover, Fidesz was acutely well prepared for the electoral campaign. The mes-
sage they gave was succinctly clear — a promise of better days for Hungarians by
lowering taxes, renegotiating the IMF-imposed conditions and reversing many aus-
terity measures imposed by the socialist government.

Fidesz’s charismatic leader, former Hungarian Prime Minister (PM), Victor Or-
ban, was at the centre of the party’s campaign. Orban pledged for a radical change
of the system, departing strongly from the Europhile socialist government. Once in
power, and back in the prime minister’s seat, his political narrative further radical-
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ised following the 2015 migration crisis. The PM has ostracised “Brussels bureau-
crats” as having no right to undermine the Hungarian way of dealing with migra-
tion or protecting Christian family values (Hopkins and Peel 2020). Ever since, it has
remained the party’s frontline rhetoric. It has also been complemented by generous
income-redistribution policies with a sound degree of anti-immigrant and Europho-
bic sentiments.

Study rationale
This paper considers two aspects of Fidesz’s market interventionism — that is, its
policies vis-à-vis the banking and energy sector. Naturally, the government has
been active in a plethora of spheres, such as pensions, the tobacco industry, co-op-
eratives, the judiciary, media and so forth. However, a comprehensive analysis of
all those developments goes beyond the scope of this paper. That is not to say that
these are of lesser importance. The selection of energy and banking as illustrative
cases was guided by two main assumptions. Firstly, the vested characteristics of
these two market spheres. The energy sector is paramount in the state’s role as a
provider of security, both in terms of a supply guarantor, as well as it’s way of em-
bodying the geopolitical position of the country. It is also often portrayed as a re-
flection of national sovereignty (Voszka 2018). Similarly, in banking, the power of
the central bank steers the functioning of the market, something that has become
particularly visible after the failures of 2008. The efficiency of corporate banking is
strictly dependent on regulatory framework. The sector is founded on mutual inter-
institutional, as well as customer trust. Secondly, Fidesz in their political programme
has ferociously addressed the instant need for the state to address the policy fail-
ures of the previous government towards these two market segments. It has depart-
ed strongly from the immediacy of the post-crisis response evidenced in the West,
rather to reformulate the pillars of the capitalist system erected during the post-com-
munist transformation (Voszka 2018). The implemented policies seem to reflect
those employed in the pre-transition period, strongly reminiscent of the paradigms
of a post-war welfare state.33 Therefore, this study takes a look at how the govern-
ment has approached these two paramount sectors which gives a succinct script for
Fidesz’s policy objectives sensu largo.

Utility sector
Since Fidesz came into power, one of the major objectives of their policy has been
to reduce energy prices. Over the years, the government has introduced a series of

33 Such comparison of the current Hungarian nationalisation with the communist welfare
state nostalgia has been widely analysed by (Mihályi 2014, Voszka 2017). For other sectors,
the tobacco reform in Hungary (Laki 2015).
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price cuts, which effectively diminished gas and electricity bills by almost 20 per
cent. The reduction was achieved by diminishing the legally-achievable profit mar-
gin for gas suppliers from 10.05 per cent to 2.28 per cent (Isaacs and Molnar 2017).
As a consequence, in early 2019 Fidesz made Hungary one of the cheapest energy
price markets in the whole EU (Economist Intelligence Unit 2019). This is particu-
larly important, as Hungary’s energy consumption relies 1/3 on natural gas. The
country is, however, in scarce possession of that resource44 and, with little import
alternatives, it meets such a demand thanks to a gas deal with the Russian Federa-
tion — slowly seeking alternatives from the Black Sea basin. The government is at-
tempting to diversify the supply with its Romanian counterparts, which is set to take
effect in May 2020. This has not been well received by Moscow, and these tensions
are yet to crystallise (Daily News 2018).

The reliance on the Russian supply naturally has geopolitical ramifications, vis-
ible especially when Orban manoeuvres on the international level. Despite that,
there is not yet realistically feasible infrastructure to allow such a diversification in
the foreseeable future (BBJ 2017). PM Orban tries to prove to the electorate that he
has a strong hand and is not entirely reliant on the Russian supply. The tripod ne-
gotiations to diversify the gas supply prove that Orban is seeking to be a dominant
actor in the new delivery channel, as judged by some experts: “Hungary is keen to
become a sort of energy distribution hub when it comes to Black Sea gas. Orban
hopes this will allow him to expand his regional influence even if it has nothing to
do with exporting his political ideology to other countries in South-Eastern Europe”
(Kretko 2018).

The country is highly resource dependent. 80 per cent of its total gas imports
come from Russia — imports that satisfy 75 per cent of the total gas demand. A sig-
nificant degree of this resource is consumed directly by households. This foreign
energy dependence makes the government’s policy, which has nurtured the public
hopes for energy independence, seem surprising (Isaacs and Molnar 2017). None-
theless, Fidesz militantly opposed the surge in energy prices which followed eco-
nomic deterioration in 2009, prioritising household pricing above the economic ra-
tionale of the market. That is equally in strong contrast to the EU’s pro-competition
energy legislation, the Energy Charter Treaty (ECT).

Price reductions have been accompanied by another critical reform that Fidesz
has introduced. That is, increasing state control over the utility sector. Suppliers un-
willing to bear profit cuts, or who are in a precarious financial condition were in-
vited by the government to sell their shares at a downgraded price (Magyar 2016).

44 The national natural gas production accounts merely for 15% of the total gas consump-
tion (Economist Intelligence Unit 2019, 5).

P. Lenik: Market Transformation under Fidesz Energy and Banking Policy Review Since 2010
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This re-nationalisation of the gas supply follows the narrative of taking back con-
trol of the government in major spheres of public activity. In practice, it entailed
monopolising the ownership over the energy wholesale and storage facilities. In
2013, the government purchased the Hungarian Power Holding Company (MVM)
and indirectly, through the Hungarian Development Bank (MFB), the gas storage
company MOL. In essence, the formerly private network for gas storage and whole-
sale instantly became a fully publicly owned entity.

The transfer of ownership was a necessary step for the government to be able
to steer utility prices. The purchase of MOL from Russian company, Surgutneftegas,
gave the government the upper hand in setting gas fees, as the company owns and
manages the only transmitter of natural gas — the Natural Gas Transmission Closed
Company (FGSZ Ltd.). Similarly, the government purchased gas storage units from
British company E.ON, issuing privileged licensing to MVM in maintaining the HAG
pipeline, and heavily subsidising the MVM’s construction of the southern gas inter-
connector. In 2013, it acquired the FOGAZ gas supplier from German company
RWE (Napi 2013). The price tag on that transaction reached 41 billion forints
(~C= 122 million), and gave the government full control over the capital’s gas net-
work.

These changes have the following two ramifications on the end-user. Price cuts
introduced by Fidesz operate in the realm of essentially public subsidies, as the
deals signed with Gazprom are on a fixed-price basis binding the country at least
until 2021, with the recent political promise of extension when the current deal ex-
pires (Economist Intelligence Unit 2019, 5). Moreover, after taking over the key en-
ergy distributors and storage, the management of energy supply has become a pub-
licly-run domain. The overall expectation is that the public budget is incurring a
constant net loss, paying more for the gas that it delivers than for what it buys. It
has been the most recent development that Hungarians negotiated a secure re-ex-
port option of the unused fuel that may allow a partial recovery of the loss (Intelli
News 2018). The following section seeks to illustrate this argument further.

Public subsidy impact: a known unknown?
Public subsidies55 are a widely implemented policy across all countries and sectors.
These policies are generally understood as “a financial contribution by a govern-
ment, or agent of a government, that confers a benefit on its recipients” (Kojima
and Koplow 2015). The initial concern is that they may essentially directly or indi-
rectly transfer liabilities, forgo government revenue, provide goods or services be-

55 An excellent review of energy subsidies, their impact and proposed reform is done by
(Morgan 2007)
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low market value, or offer direct income or price support for a preferred technolo-
gy and, or a company (Beaton, et al. 2013). In order to assess the magnitude of the
introduced subsidies, typically we use the price-gap approach aiming to estimate
how the domestic price of energy compares to same units abroad66.

Equally frequent, especially in times of economic downturn, is for a govern-
ment to radically change its energy legislation under the auspices of energy provi-
sion as a public good — that is of a service necessarily and universally accessible
to the population. In particular circumstances, governments may decide to take ma-
jority stakes in previously private companies, regulate privately owned companies
(fixing service price), subsidising prices, introducing trade restrictions (Mares 2010).
That reasoning has also been used by Fidesz. Yet, given the attitude towards change
in other sectors such as banking, pensions, the judiciary and media, it has been
judged as a complementary piece of the government’s populist policy puzzle.

To present how drastic the implemented price cuts have been, the table below
gives ratios of the EU average natural gas price compared to the Hungarian price
per gigajoule (GJ). In the years 2009—2010, the mark-up was essentially equal, with
a 1:1 ratio, whereas towards the end of 2019 the staggering drop of the price of gas
reached a price ratio of 1:2 that indicates Hungarian gas is two times cheaper than
the EU average per GJ. That means, in the first half of 2014 and 2015, the Hunga-
rian government has effectively managed to provide a 50 per cent cut for Hungari-
ans compared to the EU average market price.

TTaabbllee  11 — Per annum price gap in natural gas household prices per GJ in Hungary
— calculated from (Eurostat, 2019)

RRaattiioo::  EEUU  aavveerraaggee  HHuunnggaarriiaann  pprriiccee  aass HHuunnggaarriiaann  pprriiccee
11//22 YYeeaarrss ggaass  pprriiccee  //  HHUU  pprriiccee  EEUU  ppeerrcceennttaaggee  aass  VV44

I 2007 1.34 75% 79%

II 2007 1.32 76% 80%

I 2008 1.33 75% 82%

II 2008 1.21 83% 87%

I 2009 1.10 91% 94%

II 2009 0.98 102% 105%

I 2010 1.03 97% 101%

II 2010 1.01 99% 102%

I 2011 1.14 88% 93%

II 2011 1.29 77% 79%

I 2012 1.36 74% 76%

II 2012 1.51 66% 68%

66 A full recap of the four typically used ways to assess subsidies refer to (Sovacool 2017,
132)
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I 2013 1.69 59% 63%

II 2013 1.82 55% 58%

I 2014 2.05 49% 54%

II 2014 1.88 53% 58%

I 2015 2.02 49% 56%

II 2015 1.81 55% 61%

I 2016 1.77 57% 62%

II 2016 1.66 60% 65%

I 2017 1.74 58% 63%

II 2017 1.65 61% 65%

I 2018 1.93 52% 57%

II 2018 1.83 55% 59%

To cross-check the data, the Hungarian average price per GJ is also compared
to the V4 average. Noticeably, Hungarian gas is the cheapest in the region, despite
the immense dependence on imported fuel and a lack of internally produced alter-
natives. As previously mentioned, the major shift in prices started in the first and
second halves of 2011, with a drastic 30 per cent drop from the initial 1:1 ratio in
average prices compared to a year before. Therefore, to conclude, on average since
Fidesz has been in power, the prices of a GJ of natural gas in Hungary has been 40
per cent lower than the EU average every consecutive year.

The first implication for such a drastic reduction in price is an increase of gas
consumption. According to (Economist Intelligence Unit 2019) estimations, the to-
tal consumption of natural gas will steadily increase to 43 GWh from the current
40,000 GWh. That accounts for 45 per cent of the total generation capacity. Aside
from the increase in consumption, subsidies in general erode the need for innova-
tion, increasing efficiency or encouraging reasonable consumption (such as heating
premises with windows closed).

Politically, the government has all the rationale to reinstate the feeling of so-
cial safety, particularly by reducing the ‘energy poverty’ of the population. There
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are three long-term consequences to consider here. First, an irresponsible increase
in energy consumption may lead to shortages that historically end in rationing pro-
grammes.77 Secondly, price cuts infrequently benefit energy companies, equipment
suppliers and the wealthier strata of society. The poorest, especially in rural areas,
despite the price cuts, may still not be either able to afford the energy and burn
whatever there is left for heating, or they’ll have a relatively meagre consumption
to pay for connection to the grid. The energy subsidies benefit the biggest consum-
ers, which are usually the wealthiest individuals or corporate actors (United Nations
Environment Programme Division of Technology 2008). Hence, the mere justifica-
tion that energy subsidies are meant to uplift the most unfortunate remains un-
founded in the literature.

Thirdly, once subsidies are enacted it is tremendously difficult to phase them
out. In a certain way, subsidies become a self-replicating policy, as they require im-
mense political capital to attempt their reversal. Some would refer to this phenom-
enon as the subsidy trap — once subsidising starts, safeguarding these policies be-
comes a raison d’être of a policymaker and the support of its benefactors is condi-
tional upon it (Koplow and Dernbach 2001). A set of other economic hurdles seams
onwards from a prolonged reliance on subsidies. These may include maintaining a
production that is otherwise uneconomic, deterring efforts to innovate in networks
as there is little need to make it more efficient, over-reliance on the subsidiesof the
energy source against other less profitable sources and, lastly, the already-men-
tioned overconsumption that contributes to the environmental burden.

Banking sector
In the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, certain general vulnerabilities in the
Hungarian banking sector became apparent. Firstly, there was households’ overre-
liance on foreign-currency loans — predominantly Swiss Francs — which back in
the day seemed an affordable credit opportunity to become a homeowner. Contra-
ry to some other cases, Hungary has not experienced a parallel real-estate bubble,
rather there was a higher degree of perceived risk concerning the domestic curren-
cy that made foreign-currency loans yet more attractive88. By the end of 2009, 60 per
cent of household loans were held in foreign currencies. That is a substantial fig-
ure, given that the total household debt accounted for 40 per cent of the country’s
GDP. That became a major problem when the national currency plunged, and re-
payment of foreign-currency loans became tragically difficult. Given that at that time

77 As natural gas shortages in the US (Tomain and Cudahy, 2011)
88 For more (Barrell, et al. 2009)
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2/3 of the banking sector were essentially foreign banks, the political capital for
scapegoating growingly crystallised.

By the end of 2011, the government essentially banned foreign-currency mort-
gage lending, a move radical enough to shake investors’ trust regarding foreign
banks’ prospects in the country. The undertaken policy vis-à-vis foreign banks has
drastically reduced creditors’ rights and weakened banks’ solvency, however, it ar-
guably helped borrowers, to some degree, to repay their foreign-currency loans. In
parallel, the government nationalised pension funds, a move that critically reduced
the potential for Hungarian financial markets to mature towards a healthier degree
of competition

The condition of financial markets improved to a major degree by the end of
2016. Banks increased their capital adequacy ratio to a healthy 20 per cent, where-
as the loans-to-deposit ratio reduced from above 150 per cent, back in 2009, to 100
per cent at the end of 2015. However, it still remains difficult to argue that the sec-
tor has managed to offset the drastic losses incurred between 2010—2014. Current
structural vulnerabilities include a significant number of badly performing loans
(NPLs), as well as the overwhelmingly public ownership of major banks that hin-
ders competition, consequently reducing economic growth in the long term (OECD
2019).

Currently, the Hungarian banking sector is considered as relatively stable. In
total it consists of 2,235 branches99 and employs around 40,000 people — that is 0.89
per cent of the total labour force (Hungarian Banking Association 2019). There are
60 financial services providers overall, with 26 commercial banks. Among those, for-
eign presence has diminished overtime, especially after the imposed tax levy from
2011.1100 Nowadays, the sector has 9 foreign branches, and the total sector’s asset val-
ue accounts for 93.6 per cent of the country’s GDP. As for 2018, 49.9 per cent of
the banking shareholdings were in domestic hands, with 2/3 of those in the public
sector (around 36 per cent). The sector struggles with diminishing returns, particu-
larly due to a slow rate of generating asset impairments.

Bank ownership: A tied network
Along with macroeconomic shifts, the government has made major stakeholder
changes — that is, the nationalisation of major banks. Some of the reshuffling al-
ready happened during the first Fidesz government back in 2001. However, due to
their election defeat in 2002, the hastily-attempted intervention has been disrupted.

99 For more information please see the appendix table 3 listing banks operating in Hungary
1100 Government introduced the highest tax levy on banks 0.6% on total assets, reduced to
0.21% in 2017 (EY 2015)
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Fast forward to 2014,1111 PM Orban is back in power with a flagship promise to in-
crease state-owned shares in the lending sector, especially by converting foreign
currency credits to Hungarian forints. The government also committed to post-reces-
sion public bailouts and, later, re-privatisation or an assignment of Fidesz proxies as
decisive board members. That strongly deformed the competitiveness of financial
services. A list of four names quickly appears if one tries to track down these de-
velopments: Sándor Csányi, Sándor Demján Zoltán Spéder and István Töröcskei —
referred to by some as Fidesz’s adopted family.1122 These individuals have gained an
incredible market position established by their banking holdings linked to Fidesz.
The foreign banking groups currently present are Erste Group Bank AG, Raiffeisen
Bank International AG, KBC Group NV, UniCredit SpA and Intesa Sanpaolo SpA.
That is a strong change from the 2/3 majority of foreign banks back in 2010.

TTaabbllee  22 — Financial services providers: Key CEOs (Várhegyi 2017)

PPeerrssoonn BBaannkk CCoommmmeenntt

Sándor Csányi, OTP Bank Group Total assets 18 971 033million HUF
(OTP Bank 2019)

Zoltán Spéder FHB Bank group — Total assets 610,577 
(Takarek Mortgage million HUF
Bank Co. Plc
OTP Bank Nyrt)

István Töröcskei Széchenyi Bank Bailed out by the government in 2013,
late 2014 after the fall-out between Fidesz and
Töröcskei bank left without public assistance
went bankrupt

The close clique of individuals in charge of major banks is just one side of the
story. The second critical development is that, since 2010, these banks have effect-
ively downgraded their total assets (Graph 1) — initially in response to the finan-
cial crisis. The particularity of Hungarian banking was how the banking sector was
rapidly nationalised late after the financial crisis. The enacted tax levy and devalu-
ation of foreign-held loans have targeted foreign banks, enough to make them con-
sider selling off shares. The government was the primary buyer and, by early 2013,
the sector’s major bank became principally public1133.

The commercial MKB bank, which, back in 2009, was the second largest pri-
vate bank, has been hit significantly by the 2010 special tax on foreign-currency

1111 That is their second consecutive term. Fidesz has not lost parliamentary elections in any
cycle since 2010.
1122 (Várhegyi 2017, 297)
1133 See the appendix, table on bank actors
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loan providers. The bank incurred major capital losses in the years 2010-2013. By
the end of 2014, the Hungarian state nationalised MKB, buying it for C= 55 million.
Given that in 2010 the bank’s net annual income was C= 394m,1144 such a transaction
seems financially symbolic. In the meantime, the Hungarian-owned banks had al-
ready increased their market share, taking advantage of the government’s hostility
towards foreign-owned financial providers. The overall burden of the new tax pol-
icy has been estimated to be HUF 370 billion on the entire foreign-held financial
sector.

This exemplified tendency is correct for all other foreign branches. Graph 2
shows the total assets of public- against foreign-owned banks. Since 2012, public-
ly-owned banks have remained a principle market player with an increasing total
assets trend from 2015, while the foreign branches rather guard their existing mar-
ket. That is furthermore supported by other studies, which exemplify the govern-
ment’s policy to maintain a 50 per cent public stake in the banking sector (Djank-
ov 2015, Válasz 2014).

In the long term, such a curb on competition in financial services has a gloomy
outlook for end users. This oligopolistic nature of the sector is quite frequent
around the globe. The anticipated threats that a low degree of market competition
may cause, especially in retail banking, are primarily connected to the too big to
fail dilemma. Banking, contrary to other sectors, has certain particularities whereby
a lack of regulation and low degree of competition is categorically more critical than
in traditional business operations. That is due to network externalities, financial in-
termediation (for instance, insurance banking), information asymmetry, switching
banking costs — requiring a stable degree of regulation that ensures stability. Com-

GGrraapphh  11

1144 Before the flat tax reform that caused major capital losses at the MKB’s end, ref:
https://www.mkb.hu/sw/static/file/item_3377.pdf
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petition helps the market to be a healthier provider of services, ensures efficient use
of resources and provides a better-quality service to the final consumer. It stimu-
lates innovation, provides customers with alternatives and, hence, ameliorates re-
source allocation. Banking, amid the regulatory requirements, has a similar market
characteristic — oligopoly hinders the end-user.

The Hungarian specificity of banking interventionism, argued by experts in the
field (Voszka, Nationalisation in Hungary in the Post-Crisis Years: A Specific Twist
on a European Trend? 2018), is that nationalisation didn’t come as a post-crisis bail-
out as evidenced in the West, nor was it not welcomed by the public. The histori-
cal role of the state — that the public associates with a strong public sector pres-
ence in the core spheres of market activity — became apparent when Fidesz reap-
ed the fruits of its populist rhetoric. The policy towards banks, equally, had one ma-
jor message — centralised decision-making within the reach of political elites has,
as in the energy sector, become the desired status. This plan had staggering popu-
larity, as it served strongly with the liberal idea of multi-national competition
(Voszka, Nationalisation in Hungary in the Post-Crisis Years: A Specific Twist on a
European Trend? 2018, Isaacs and Molnar 2017). The electorate welcomed the pol-
icy as a way to retain its own say against the pressures of globalisation, seen to be
hedged by the state.

Conclusion
The overall promise of Fidesz was a broadly-defined vision of regaining national
control of crucial market segments, such as utilities or banking. The policy has ef-
fectively nationalised these entities, yet at a trade-off of spreading cronyism by
handing management positions to Fidesz sympathizers (Magyar 2016). There are
visible similarities in how the government dealt with the nationalisation of the bank-
ing and energy sectors. Firstly, both these domains had struggled to gain ground

GGrraapphh  22  ——  Graph Hungarian private and public banks: total assets data
compiled from the CITATION Hel20 \l 1045 (Helgi Library 2020)
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post-2008. Banks needed capital flows, while energy suppliers drastically increased
end-user prices to keep their margins. The government, in both these sectors, im-
plemented policies that significantly reduced the rentability of privately-owned
businesses. Once the long-term business prospects had been infeasible, the govern-
ment bought a deciding number of shares both amongst energy as well as banking
actors. Secondly, it is crucial to underline that the government has sought public
support for both of those policy changes (Voszka 2018). The dominant political nar-
rative was to depart from the liberal policy-making implemented by the post-com-
munist elites. Moreover, the Prime Minister frequently rejected the EU’s pro-individ-
ualism commitment so characteristic to Western democracies, calling for an instant
necessity to centralise power in hands of a democratically elected government (Gul-
yas 2012). The presence of the public sector in banking and energy then greatly in-
creased. The government’s commitment to have a final say in the provision of serv-
ices is evident. The banking sector has merely 13 per cent of total bank assets in
the country, with a continuous transfer of assets to the public sector (Djankov
2015), while the energy market is essentially public1155. Therefore, it seems evident
that the government’s policy was to reshape the state of capitalism in the country
towards state-run centralisation standing strongly against multinational entities. That
is, unless these companies operate in the manufacturing sector which has been un-
touched by such tectonic policy shifts.

It is still too early to judge the economic consequences of such a magnitude
of public interventionism in the market. For the energy and banking sectors, the
policy remains vigilant to private players. The drastic drop of competition, in the
long term, brings few benefits to customers. The general anticipation is that, in an
oligopoly, customers will bear higher costs of service and a downgraded quality of
service, as there is little alternative for them to turn to. In banking, an inability to
have an affordable service additionally limits small entrepreneurial investments that
typically enrich non-urban areas. For the energy sector, the price cut of gas, as this
paper has highlighted, does not assist the poorest who may not be able to connect
to the network and will continue to use other fossil fuels for heating (coal or wood,
which prices are not considered by the government). Such market barriers essen-
tially discourage a flow of foreign foreign investment, innovation and deepens the
structural dependence of the country on the existing system that for now is tied to
gas coming from Russia.

This paper has briefly reviewed Fidesz;s policies in the energy and banking
sectors since 2010. It has also provided a commentary on the potential outcomes
for the end user. As mentioned, the politics behind state interventionism in the

1155 For more on how these entities had been acquired (Isaacs and Molnar 2017)
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country seemingly follows the populist narrative of the governing party. However,
the long-term economic rationale of such a centralisation of market power may
have detrimental effects for the competitiveness of the country, essentially reducing
its potential for economic growth.

A p p e n d i x

TTaabbllee  33 — List of Hungarian based banks sort by number of branches16

Total assets 
As of 2016 # of branches

No. Bank Founded Headquarters ($ bn)1177 As of 20161188 Type Origin

1 OTP Bank 1949 Budapest 44.66 3881199 Public HU

2 K&H Bank 1986 Budapest 11.31 207 Foreign GER

3 Erste Bank 1998 Budapest 256 1292200 Foreign AU

4 Budapest Bank 1986 Budapest 3.95 94 Public HU

5 CIB Bank 1979 Budapest 6.43 95 Foreign IT

6 MKB Bank 1950 Budapest 8.30 81 Public HU

7 Raiffeisen Bank 1986 Budapest 7.88 68 Foreign AU

8 UniCredit Bank 1990 Budapest 10.81 55 Foreign IT

9 FHB Bank 1997 Budapest 2.34 51 Public HU

10 Pannon Takarék 2011 Komárom 2.24 45 Public HU
Bank

11 Sberbank 1993 Budapest 1.16 30 Foreign RU

12 Duna Takarék 1960 Gyo“r 2.19 27 Public HU

13 Polgári Bank 1972 Polgár 1.21 22 Public HU

14 Kinizsi Bank 2007 Veszprém 1.04 16 Public HU
(1958)

15 Mohácsi 1958 Mohács 1.24 15 Public HU
Takarék Bank

16 MagNet Bank 1995 Budapest 0.08 14 Public HU

1166 Own compilation, sources: (MKB 2020, OTP Bank 2019, K&H Bank 2019, Erste Bank
2017, Budapest Bank 2019, CIB Bank 2019, Raiffeisen Bank Zrt 2019, UniCredit 2019, FHB
Mortgage Bank 2019)
1177 Some figures were estimated from HUF to dollars on an exchange rate as for 5 Februa-
ry, 11:07 GMT
1188 Number of branches take from: (CFI 2020)
1199 As a OTP group operating in Bulgaria, Croatia, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Ukraine, Rus-
sia and Montenegro bank has 1307 branches (Banks Daily 2017)
2200 As a Erste Bank Gorup ltd. Which operates in Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Roma-
nia, Croatia and Serbia it has 2,648 branches (CFI 2020).
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17 Sopron Bank 1995 Sopron 0.209 13 Foreign AU

18 Citibank 1985 Budapest 1.9 10 Foreign US

19 Oberbank 2007 Budapest 0.215 8 Foreign AU

20 AXA Bank 1998 Budapest 0.012 7 Foreign GER

21 Banif Plus Bank 2010 Budapest 0.036 6 Foreign PT
(1998)

22 Gránit Bank 2010 Budapest 1.03 2 Public HU
(1985)

23 BNP Paribas 1991 Budapest 0.04 1 Foreign FR

24 Cetelem Bank 1996 Budapest 0.35 1 Foreign FR

25 Cofidis 2005 Budapest 0.214 1 Foreign FR

26 Eximbank 1994 Budapest 3.07 1 Public HU

27 ING Bank 2008 Budapest 1.56 1 Foreign NL
(1991)

28 Merkantil Bank 1988 Budapest 1. 20 1 Public HU

29 NHB Bank 1990 Budapest 0.193 1 Public HU

30 Porsche Bank 1994 Budapest 0.174 1 Foreign GER

TTaabbllee  44 — List of Hungarian based energy companies sort by number of employees21

PPrriinncciippaall CCoommppaannyy’’ss
oowwnneerrsshhiipp SSiizzee  ((NNoo..  

SSeeccttoorr CCoommppaannyy FFoouunnddeedd  HHeeaaddqquuaarrtteerrss CCEEOO %% EEmmppllooyyeeeess))

Oil And Natural MOL 1957 Budapest Zsolt 100 26000
Gas Retail Hernádi Public 

Electricity MVM 1948 Budapest Peter 100 7859
Group Csiba Public 

Natural Gas Emfesz2222 2003 Budapest István 100
Distributor Góczi Foreign 4000

Natural Gas Panrusgáz 1994 Budapest Alexey 100

Distributor Zaytsev Foreign 270

2211 Own compilation, sources: (Wagstyl 2009, MOL Group 2019, Panrusgas Gas Trading Plc
2019, MVM Group 2019)
2222 The ownership of the company is currently disputed between RosGas and Group DF
(both foreign entities), more information (Bryant 2011).
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